
Adjustable Height
22”

3” (each)

Optional La Caja Hardcase

Nylon Travel Bag

Water Resistance

Stakes Rope

Optional Sand Bag

Travel Bag w/wheels
(option)

CASITA CANOPY TENTS™ 10FT UV PRINT
PRODUCT CODE: CAS-CST10UV
OUTDOOR BANNER STAND

on frame

LIFE
TIME

on graphic

1 
YEAR

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Our Casita Canopy Tents™ are an excellent way to provide 
shade during outdoor and indoor events. These canopies 
are a standard 10’ x 10’ size and are available in custom UV
print, which has a high quality finish with vivid color. Set 
up is quick, easy, and user friendly. Telescopic legs snap 
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DISPLAY DIMENSIONS 118.75”W x 135”H x 118.75”D

MIN. HEIGHT 99”H

MAX. HEIGHT 133”H

LOWEST SETTING TO  PEAK 120.25”H
FLOOR TO LOWEST SETTING 22”H

GRAPHIC  SIZE Canopy: 118.75”W x 91.25”H
Back Wall: 118.75”W x 88”H
Half Wall: 114.5”W x 47”H

GRAPHIC MATERIAL
UV Fabric (water resistant)

GRAPHIC FINISHING
Hemmed around sides. 

DISPLAY CONSTRUCTION
Aluminum frame (Hex leg thickness: 50mm)

SHIPPING WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS
Shipping Weight 36 lbs (frame only)

46 lbs (frame and graphic)

Shipping Dimensions 62”L x 10”W x 10”H (over size)

LARGE QUANTITY FREIGHT
Freight Shipping 16 boxes per 48”L x 40”W x 67”H skid

Freight Weight 621 lbs (frame only)
781 lbs (frame & graphic)

GRAPHIC TURN AROUND TIME 
4 business days after proof approval 

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

Rope Sand Bag

Stakes La Caja Hard Case

Flag Holder Travel Bag Wheels

AVAILABILITY CA  Only

WIND RATING 20 mph



(qty 1) Canopy Frame Frame

(qty 1) Travel Bag

(qty 1) Bag for Rope & Stakes

(qty 1) Rope

(qty 4) Stakes

PARTS LIST

CASITA CANOPY TENTS™ 10FT UV PRINT
PRODUCT CODE: CAS-CST10UV
OUTDOOR BANNER STAND



Adhere each corner of the canopy to each corner of the 
frame. Inside each corner of the canopy, there is a strip of 
loop Velcro sewn to it and each corner of the frame has a 
strip of hook Velcro.     

Step 3

A

Increase the height by extending the lower legs.
Step 5

Pull each leg down until the latch locks into place.
Step 6

Take your frame and slightly expand it open to expose
the corner bars.     

Step 1
Take your canopy graphic and place it on top of the 
frame. 

Step 2

 

With the canopy securely in position, expand the 
frame until the corner latches lock into place.

Step 4

C

AA

B

Locate the spindle under the canopy, in the middle of 
the frame. Pull the lever out and rotate to extend the 
upper peak pole. The dome cap will push out the 
canopy creating tension to flush out any loose areas. 

Step 7
The install is complete.
Step 8

SET UP INSTRUCTIONS
(5FT CANOPY SHOWN BELOW)

CASITA CANOPY TENTS™ 10FT UV PRINT
PRODUCT CODE: CAS-CST10UV
OUTDOOR BANNER STAND



Casita Canopy       - Quick Instructions 1/3

Step 1
Take your frame and slightly 
expand it open to expose the 
corner bars.

Step 2
Take your canopy graphic and 
place it on top of the frame.   

Step 3
Place each corner of the canopy 
graphic and Hook Velcro connects 
to the loop Velcro on the frame.

Step 5
After you have connected each 
corner to the Hook & Loop <Velcro> 
and centered the lift pole to the 
canopy, expand your frame fully. 

Step 4
Connect the center lift pole of 
the stand to the center of the 
canopy. There is a spot in the 
center it connects to.

Step 6
Push each of the corners up until 
you hear it latch, and slide the 
corner of canopy down to cover

Step 8
Expand each leg of the frame by 
pushing the red button down and 
pull the leg out until desired height.

Step 7
Attach the Velcro strap to the 
frame to support.

Step 9
Take your backwall graphic and 
Velcro it on the top of the backwall 
and the back end of your canopy, 
then tie it down with the bungee.

Continue on the next page
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Step 12
Repeating Step 10 & 11, make 
2 large poles to be used on the 
Sidewall graphic. When placing 
the clamps on, make sure that the 
top clamp is above the leg clamp 
to add extra support. Do that for 
both sides of canopy.

Step 13
Once you have your casita 
canopy all set up and ready, you 
can spin the center lift pole up 
until it is firmly in place.   

Step 11
You will notice that there are 2 
different types of clamps for a rail. 
Flat top clamps and Triangle top 
clamps. Grab one of each of the 
clamps and clamp it around the 
frame’s leg. The clamp should fit snug 
around the leg then slide the pole 
from the graphic and insert it into the 
clamp. Then tighten the clamp with 
the screw. Repeat it on the other side.

Step 10
Grab 2 of the larger poles and 
1 small pole and connect them 
together creating 1 rail that slides 
through the pole pocket on the 
bottom of the Backwall graphic.
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Step 3
Repeating Step 2 for the bottom 
of the folder and make it tight.

Step 4
After setting the folder to the 
leg, insert the flag pole into 
the folder.  

Step 2
Set the folder between the clamp 
part, and screw it tight.

Step 1
Grab one of each of the clamps and 
clamp it around the frame’s leg.

Flag Folder
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